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BCGSoft technologies integrate with Visual Studio 2010. 

 
April 29, 2010 –St. Petersburg, Russia. BCGSoft Co Ltd today announced that some BCGSoft technologies 

were sold to Microsoft Corporation and integrated with Visual Studio 2010. 

“We’re happy that our experience in creating advanced GUI was chosen by Microsoft and we did our best to 

make our favorite developer product better” – said Stas Levin, CEO of BCGSoft.  “Hope, that all developers 

who are using Visual Studio 2010 will find our features helpful, efficient and easy to use. Because our 

development team has deep experience in Visual Studio usage, we had a lot of ideas about how to improve 

this product and it’s a great honor for us that Microsoft included our solutions in the new product version!” 

“It was a very challenging job.” – said Vitaly Meytin, CTO of BCGSoft. “We had to work closely with 

Microsoft development team to assure seamless integration of the newly developed features with the 

existing Visual Studio infrastructure. We believe that this cooperation was very productive and many C++ 

developers will appreciate our efforts.” 

"Through their previous work, BCGSoft have established themselves as experts in user interface 

components.” – said Craig Symonds, Visual C++ Group Program Manager. “The work they have done for 

MFC in Visual Studio 2010 will enable great experiences for native developers on the Windows platform.  

Their reputation as thorough professionals and leaders in this space is well deserved.  It was a pleasure 

working with them." 

BCGSoft had implemented both IDE and library features. IDE features such as MFC Class Wizard, integrated 

Ribbon Designer and ‘#include AutoComplete’ significantly increase developer productivity and reduce the 

time required to maintain large projects. 

ATL/MFC additions and improvements such as Windows 7 interaction support, touch screen helpers, new 

classes for Transactional File System and many other features allow the developers to take advantage of the 

new Windows features with few lines of code. 

See the full list of our features that were integrated with Visual Studio 2010: 

http://www.bcgsoft.com/VS2010BCGSoftFeatures.htm 
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BCGSoft Co Ltd is the leading provider of business components for Microsoft Windows. Customer 
satisfaction is our first priority and we aim to produce only top quality software. User interface 
programming is not always an easy process, and we do our best to help developers incorporate 
into their applications the most advanced technologies available in today's market.  
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Microsoft, Visual C++, Visual Studio and Windows are either registered trademarks or trademarks of 

Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of 

their respective owners. 
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